
Kalabrone Glass and Wood Wall Shelf Support
Product # 166210185

Color/Finish Satin Nickel

DESCRIPTION
Kalabrone is a new shelf support for free-standing shelves.
Features a captivating design for current market demands.

ADVANTAGES AND BENEFITS
- The soft engineering plastic element on the upper bracket guarantees perfect
adhesion to the shelf, protecting the shelf from accidental removal. - Its solid structure
guarantees a load capacity of 25 kg per support for a shelf 320 mm deep. - The two
available finishes (satin nickel and bright chrome) will add a touch of elegance and
distinction to your room. - A locking device allows the shelf to be firmly in place. - Zinc
alloy material. - Kalabrone offers two adjustment options: 1) Vertical: through the oval
hole positioned on the upper bracket ( 3, -3 mm). 2) Tilt: through an adjustable screw
positioned on the main support (3 mm). Exclusive to Richelieu.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Product # 166210185

Glass Shelf Thickness 5/16 to 9/16 in*

Wood Shelf Thickness 5/16 to 1 3/16 in*

Material Rubber

Projection - Overall Dimensions 4 3/8 in*

Height - Overall Dimensions 2 5/32 to 3 11/32 in*

Fixing Type With a screw

Maximum shelf depth 12 5/8 in*

Maximum Load Capacity per Pair Max. 110 lb*

Width - Overall Dimension 1 7/16 in*

Standards and Certifications RoHS

Disclaimer

Measures shown with an asterisk (*) have been converted as per your preference. These are not the official measures. To view the
measures specified by the manufacturer, click here.

APPLICATION
For shelves from 8 to 30 mm thick.

DISCLAIMER
It is the responsibility of the customer: - to ensure that the wall is of a suitable quality to hold the shelf fitting in place. - to use the correct
fasteners for their application.
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